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U.S. Space Weather Service In Deep Trouble

pop'Comm received the following information from the folks at
the SEC. According to the letter and official report, for the com-
ing fiscal year, "House committee -recommended funding cre-

ates a huge shortfall, and the Senate Committee's recommendation
implies no support for space weather service at all this year. Possibly
a new service would be established elsewhere in the government, but
that is uncertain at this point."

For Fiscal Year 2004, which started October I, 2003, the House
Appropriations Bill for Commerce, Justice, and State continues the
Space Environment Center's (SEC) funding at $5.2 million (a reduc-
tion of 40 percent from the FY02 level). Worse, the FY04 Senate
Appropriations Bill zeroes the SEC and all space weather in NOAA,
so services, data and observations, and archiving would all disappear
if the final appropriation is at the Senate level. At the House funding
level, starting October 1, the SEC will rapidly lose about half its staff,
negatively affecting its ability to serve the nation with operational prod-
ucts, data collection, and R&D. Unless the appropriation level for the
SEC is restored to the level of the President's FY04 Budget Request-
$8.3 million-the nation's civilian space weather service is in trouble.
At the President's requested funding level, the SEC can almost return
to FY02 level of services, data, and R&D.

NOAA' s SEC in Boulder, Colorado, provides a range of services to
the nation related to space weather phenomena. Among other activi-
ties, the Center is the unique provider of real-time monitoring and fore-
casting of solar and geophysical events, it conducts research in solar -
terrestrial physics, and it develops techniques for forecasting solar and
geophysical disturbances. That is, the SEC is the nation's space weath-
er service, monitoring and predicting conditions in space, much as the
National Weather Service does for meteorological weather.

The SEC jointly operates the Space Weather Operations Center with
the U.S. Air Force and serves as the national and world warning cen-
ter for disturbances that can affect people and equipment working in
the space environment. It is the government's official source for alerts
and warnings of disturbances. Customers include DoD, NASA, FAA,
airlines, operators of electric power grids, communicators, satellite
operators, the National Space Weather Program, and commercial
providers of value-added space weather services. Partnering with
researchers funded by NSF, NASA, and the DoD, the SEC is the place
where much of the nation's hundreds of millions of annual investment
in the National Space Weather Program and in space physics research
is applied for the benefit of commerce, defense, NASA spaceflight,
and individual taxpayers.

The SEC's appropriation lines can be found in the Department of
Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research portion of
the budget. In the omnibus appropriations Bill for FY2003, the SEC
received a severe cut to its budget of about 40 percent, with no expla-
nation for the reduction. One-time funding additions have kept SEC
afloat in FY2003. The President's budget request is $8.3 million for
SEC in FY2004 (an amount consistent with its past budgetary lev-
els), but the House Commerce -Justice -State Appropriations
Committee provides only $5.2 million, or roughly 40 percent less than
the amount necessary to maintain SEC at its current operational effec-
tiveness. Again for FY04, no explanatory text was included in the
Committee Report to explain this reduction, and it far exceeds the 18 -
percent reduction request meted out to NOAA Research overall and
the 1 -percent reduction to the National Weather Service's request.

The bill has not yet been acted upon by the full House. The Senate
Appropriations Committee explains its termination of space weather
in NOAA in the Report accompanying its Commerce -Justice -State
Bill; the full text of the Senate Report may be found at
http://thomas.loc.gov/cgibin/cpquery/T?&report=sr144&dbname=c
p108&amp.

Unless the SEC's appropriation level is increased in Conference,
the best outlook is that the SEC will shrink to less than half its capa-
bility (House mark), and the worst is that space weather will disap-
pear from NOAA (Senate mark). In this case, the nation's space
weather service will have to be reconstituted in some other agency,
at greater cost and lesser capability, to meet the nation's needs.

Disgruntled News Reader At AIR
Climbs Tower, Threatens Suicide

A disgruntled news reader, Bhaskar Barua, of All India Radio (AIR)
climbed a 120 -foot -high transmission tower and threatened to kill him-
self unless he was given a salary hike and a regular job. Police officers
frantically appealed to Bhaskar Barua to come down, but the man
refused and kept hurling leaflets listing his demands, attracting
thousands of people in the heart of New Delhi. The incident took
place in the AIR complex barely a quarter kilometer from Indian
Parliament House.

The drama began when Barua was spotted atop the tower at 9 a.m.
Security guards immediately alerted senior AIR officials. As word
spread, hundreds of employees trooped out of AIR and the neigh-
boring India's national TV channel Doordarshan office to watch their
colleague. Thousands more stepped out of other offices in the vicin-
ity, throwing traffic completely out of control.

Barua is apparently a causal worker who works as a translator in
the Assamese language section of AIR. AIR and POLIC officials
spoke to Barua over his mobile telephone and tried to convince him
to come down. But Barua insisted on speaking to Information and
Broadcasting Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad. One of the leaflets said
a casual worker was paid only Rs.125 ($3 U.S.). The man said this
should be increased to Rs. 500 and also complained that payments
were sometimes made as late as six months. According to Barua,
causal workers played a key role in AIR but were not taken care of.
He came down only after a five -hour drama.

Ham Radio University In New York

On Sunday, January 18, 2004, at 8 a.m., the doors of the East Woods
School will open for the fifth annual Ham Radio University and the
ARRL New York City/Long Island Section Convention. Ham Radio
University 2004 is a day of education about amateur radio. The event
is being held at the prestigious East Woods School, a private school
on 46 acres in Oyster Bay. There will be special forums geared to the
non -ham as well as the experienced amateur radio operator. The focus
will be "hands on" with many demonstrations.

East Woods School is located at 31 Yellow Cote Road, Oyster Bay,
Long Island. At Ham Radio University 2004 you'll learn about every-
thing from satellite communications, low -power operating using radios
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